Dexway the Best Way to
Learn Language

www.trackls.com/dexway

The Dexway Method
Dexway is the online method for learning languages which exceeds the classroom methods by combining the latest
learning technic with the latest technological innovation.
Its method is based on student participation in real life situations, which are organized in learning environment that
combines multimedia content with live interaction with native speakers and other learners.

Placement Test
Before starting the course, the student will
complete a placement test that will position
them in a level suited to their language skills.

Interactive Course
Educational video-based lessons and interactive exercises for a fun structured learning
experience using real-life situations

Live Conversation
Dexway language being studied with native
teachers and other learners in a high-quality
virtual environment

Language Community

Evaluation and Certiﬁcation

Dexway is currently a large community where
students from different parts of the world are
networked.

Dexway courses prepare students so
that they can perform the most recognized certiﬁcation tests

Active Tutoring
Our tutoring team which specializes in
online language training is the driver
of our success. Thanks to them, our
students feel supported at all times.

"Dexway is the online method

Arabic Support

exceeds the classroom method"

Dexway provides Arabic language
support, Arabic language switching
helps starter to get familiar with the
interface and reduce stress.
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Why Dexway ?

Talk, Talk, Talk.
Speak with different teachers and with
other students. Because we know that
speaking is key to learning a language.

Motivation and More
Our tutors assist your employees to
successfully complete the course
proactively.

Structured Programs
Your employees will learn with a
structured and progressive method
that will allow them to move
forward with conﬁdence.

Learn by “Doing”
From the ﬁrst day, your employee´s will
be exposed to putting the language into
practice.

Tailored to Your Industry
Detailed Reports

Your employees will enhance their
communicative skills, especially
those needed in their industry.

Your business will know at all times the
individual progress of each employee.
Real-time information.

The Ideal Combination
The results will convince your company that you've made the right
choice. Dexway combines the beneﬁts of classroom training with
the advantages of online training.
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Mobility... on the Go!

Dexway technology is accessible from virtually any mobile device on the market, with speciﬁc applications for
Apple, Android and Windows devices
Dexway courses have an Arabic language support in the initial courses, to facilitate better understanding of all the
elements of the content.

For more information :
Call : +965-22322-591
Explore : www.trackls.com/dexway
Email : Consultant@trackls.com
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